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Introduction
South London Inclusive Dance Experience (SLiDE), is a Croydon based dance company and registered
charity, currently in its eighth year. They aim to create engaging and exciting opportunities for people to
encounter dance, to include all areas of society, and to expand understanding of what dance is and can
be. The values of SLiDE are accessibility, collaboration, creativity, play and quality.
In 2011 SLiDE started running a dance project in Purley for people with Parkinson’s disease. In March
2019 they were granted additional funding from Parkinson’s UK and Croydon Relief Fund which enabled
them to start running a second dance group fortnightly in Addiscombe and reach more people with
Parkinson’s. The funds also allowed SLiDE to pilot a small number of individual ‘One-to-ones’ classes, and
to gather more staff and volunteer support for the project as a whole.
The new funding was due to come to an end in June 2020 but because of the Covid-19 lockdown SLiDE
were forced to put the project on hold in March. In June they started running the class again, this time in
the form of weekly online Zoom sessions, combining participants from both classes. These online classes
are still going at the time of writing this report (October 2020).
This document highlights what SLiDE learnt from working in these new ways. It also demonstrates the
impact the project, in its many forms, has had on SLiDE and its staff and volunteers as well as the
participants and their carers. Evaluation was collected in a number of ways, including by observing
classes (one in Addiscombe, one online), conducting group and individual interviews and collecting
feedback forms as well as using some material from a postgraduate who researched the project.
The report is heavy with quotes as so much rich qualitative data was gathered throughout the evaluation
process. It felt important to reflect this here, to offer potential future funders as much evidence as
possible about the need for this SLiDE project.

Project objectives
The report will focus assess the project against its five project objectives:

Objective 1: To enhance and improve the participants’ physical health through dance and
exercise
Objective 2: To improve the mental health and wellbeing of participants and their carers
Objective 3: To develop the confidence and skills of dance assistants, volunteers and carers so
that they are well equipped to support the project and the participants’ development
Objective 4: To strengthen SLiDE’s work by developing and expanding an existing SLiDE project
Objective 5: To measure and document the project then share the findings with the wider
community
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Project numbers

48

Participants

76

Dance workshops

13

Staff

4

49 In-person workshops
12 One-to-one workshops
15 Online workshops
3
2
2
6

Professional dance practitioners
Project volunteers
Coffee break volunteers
Parkinson’s UK volunteers

New partnerships
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Objective 1: To enhance and improve the participants’
physical health through dance and exercise

“I was surprised by the range of exercises Gemma has… seated and moving around, things
that involve coordination. Gemma has got the balance just right.” Carer
Many participants have noted the difference the dance classes have made to their physical health, with some
even feeling that the project has reversed their Parkinson’s disease symptoms:
“I couldn’t even hold a spoon properly; I could only drink a cup of tea with my left hand. But now I can
use my right hand, so it is much better.” Participant
“Before when I walk, it was not step, step, step, my right foot shuffled, but now I can step, that’s the
main improvement on my body.” Participant.
Other participants mentioned ‘more flexibility’, better ‘balance and co-ordination skills’ and feeling ‘less stiff
in their joints’. 100% of those surveyed said their posture had not worsened since being involved with the
project and 50% said it had improved as a result of taking part in the project: “The exercise has helped me
keep my joints and muscles mobile and, in some cases, has actually improved my mobility.” Participant
Other participants with more developed Parkinson’s disease said that the classes, although not improving
their physicality, were making them more able to cope with their symptoms worsening:
“[My partner] falls a lot now [as her Parkinson’s becomes more advanced]. So, the practising stepping
backwards and balancing that we do in class really helps this happen less often.” Carer
One carer described some unexpected practical benefits of taking part in the class, including supporting the
carer’s own physicality, “The balancing and coordination exercises are very useful for me too!”, and
exercising the participant’s voices, “Sometimes they get everyone to shout out their names which is a great
idea as it helps exercise the voice which is also affected by Parkinson’s disease.”
Participants also noted the effect the classes had on their brain:
“Because we are dealing with illness that affects not just the body but the mind, then anything that
stimulates the body and stimulates the mind, encourages the body to look after itself better, is
important.” Participant.
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“[Dancing] helps my memory and brain.” One-to-one participant
A One-to-one participant really noticed the physical improvement: “[Gemma] got me on the yoga mat, first
time after [diagnosis]. It felt horrible at the time but good the day after. Stretching with the wall helps my
neck and back […]. Even doctors saw the confidence and difference in me. Doctor and I have more hope that I
will walk three times better. […] By the 5th week I felt confident in walking better outside – twice I went on a
train.”
Since lockdown many participants noted that their Parkinson’s disease symptoms had worsened from being
stuck indoors. One carer says, “It at least means there is some exercise, some attempt at joint movements, at
least once a week. […] The programme is vital and works well for us.”
However, doing the classes online had a number of drawbacks:
“I have limited space at home in the room my computer is in.” Participant
“You do have to tailor what you do, as people might fall over and be by themselves, so there are
things we now can’t do.” Volunteer
“I would like to be able to see everyone in the Zoom. I am concerned that the instructor can't see what
I am doing. We don't get corrections, like we do in the church [hall].” Participant
“In the hall we can do lots of partner work and mirroring and walking across the space. On Zoom that
is difficult. Lots of people live by themselves. But we do use lots of household props like the pillow
dance, or we’ve used scarfs and tea towels, its good – not the same as a partner, but using
something.” Katie Wheeler
Some participants had suggestions to support their physical health further, including: ‘introduce some new
hand exercises’, ‘do more balance exercises’, add options for ‘some more energetic exercises’. A participant
requests “Before lockdown we did some practise of what to do if someone falls, how to get up again. We’d
practise getting up with a chair or something. But now with people at home it’s not safe, particularly with
people who live by themselves, but perhaps it would be good to recap verbally.”
When speaking to participants (both during the in-person and online classes) very few of the participants
reported to be exercising between the classes, despite SLiDE’s and the carers’ best efforts to remind them:
“I work better in a group, I’m terrible at home, but here you don’t want to let the team down.”
Participant (before lockdown)
“I try to encourage her/ cajole her/ nag her…to do the exercises, sometimes it happens, sometimes it
doesn’t. I think it is just human nature to some extent, but you have to remember one of the things
that comes with the Parkinson’s is memory problems and dementia, so she has difficulties
remembering the exercises. […] She can’t actually see things [either] so I set up a large 22” screen
before the classes. So, it’s not something she could initiate herself quickly.” Carer
Ultimately it seems to be the shared experience of the live classes that gets people moving. One participant
confesses, “If it wasn’t for the classes I probably wouldn’t do any exercise.”
Some ideas for encouraging people to do this from home are:
•
•
•
•

“Katie was doing videos of the dance moves and those would be brilliant on the website.” Volunteer
Some visual exercise cards (for example images of stretches) could sent to participants homes, which
would also reach some participants who aren’t able to access the online classes.
Little reminders and tips could be added to the WhatsApp group that SLiDE has set up.
Participants could be sent the workshop playlist to practise at home to encourage
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Objective 2: Improve the mental health and wellbeing of
participants and their carers

As well as noting benefits to their physical health, participants consistently commented that being
involved in the programme improved their mental health too:
“I’m feeling much better than before. Inside your brain, inside your body. It’s good.” Participant
“They will come in, saying they have had a bad day or their body is not doing what they want it to
be doing today but by the end of the class they have gained a bit of strength mentally and
physically. […] It’s the highlight of a lot of the participants’ week. I honestly think it’s important to
the facilitators’ wellbeing too, because it’s such a fun vibrant class.” Katie Wheeler
Poor mental health is common among people with Parkinson’s disease1 and sufferers are often older and
therefore more at risk of isolation and loneliness, especially during lockdown. This is something that
many of the participants and their carers commented on:
“I feel alone. It is looming ahead – Parkinson’s.” One-to-one participant
“Going to the class makes me feel better.” Participant
“This project is really important, please keep it going, it’s very necessary. You get so depressed if
you don’t do something.” Participant
“This is so important, because otherwise what else would sufferers with the disease do? Just sit in
a chair and wait to give up? That is not life… You’ve got to try and give people the best possible
life enhancement despite their disabilities, that is what this is all about!” Participant
“One person even said that your class is sometimes the only reason they get out of bed.” PhD
researcher

1

Mental health difficulties amongst people with PD is well documented. For more information on this please see:
https://www.parkinsons.org.uk/sites/default/files/2018-05/APPG%20on%20Parkinson%27s%20mental%20health%20report%20%20May%202018.Parkinson’s Diseasef
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“You feel happy inside when you’re with the other people. You forget about your pain […] you
can feel stronger and you feel normal […] you can fight this disease.” Participant
“When I started the medication it made me depressed, but when I get out, I feel better. […]
Dancing, exercise… you forget about everything – your disease, […]. You completely forget about
this stuff. That’s the main reason to join this class.” Participant
“Effects of isolation isn’t just social, its physical. We are losing our connections and we can’t carry
on going that way and this is a good class to stop that kind of thing from happening.” Volunteer
“[My favourite thing about the class] first and foremost is getting out, a break from these four
walls and being around a group of people in a shared situation.” Carer
Interviewees often commented that they find it incredibly important to be around people going through
the same thing as them and that that, in itself, improved their mental health:
“It’s important because it’s about connection, it’s for people who are normally isolated. It gives
them a place to go where they are understood instantly. People don’t often understand
Parkinson’s disease – for instance… [she tells a story about how a friend with Parkinson’s disease
was mistaken for an alcoholic because of their shake]. It’s such a relief, it’s like an epiphany
[when] you don’t have to explain, you’re with people who understand.” Volunteer
“We’re all the same, we can talk about our problems.” Participant
“The benefits of meeting up with other people and being able to join in with activities that are of
mutual interest, it’s very helpful… and knowing that you are not alone in what you are going
through. Otherwise you’d be living life alone and getting totally bored.” Participant
“On Mondays it’s really good to see everyone, we talk about what we’re each going through. […]
It’s sad but it gives you perspective. Also, someone has something they think no one else has, pills,
feelings or such… you can compare and have insight. Someone will say, ‘Oh I’d take that to the
doctors; you can learn a lot from each other.” Participant
“The camaraderie [is what brings me back]. They’re in the same position.” Participant
Carers also reflected on how meeting other carers was helpful. One says, “It’s useful for me to meet
other carers too and see how they are getting on with different problems.”
Many participants and their carers have met new friends though the project. One participant says,
“Before, I was a very shy person, so I didn’t know whether to go or not, but I went, and everyone is so
friendly. I feel better afterwards, you know.” Participant
An element of the class which people commonly talked about positively affecting their mental health
was how the act of dancing itself made them feel happier. They particularly enjoyed the improvised
movement and the effect the choice of music itself had on their wellbeing:
“Improvising is fun. I never thought I'd be able to come up with so many different moves. It has
certainly built my confidence.” Participant
“I love the music. I sing along to it too. The music makes me feel a lot happier… the dopamine.
[…] People with Parkinson’s seem to really like music. It gets us going.” Participant
“I believe for people in this situation music is vital. […] Music triggers a nerve – you compare this
to something like a Pilates class and there isn’t any music, so it does make a big difference.” Carer
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For a while the group also had a live pianist which is something SLiDE would like to explore again, “We
had a live pianist for several years which was great, but he was not skilled in playing for dance.” Gemma
Coldicott
Another member reflected on how the class is so different from other exercise classes you might do. “It’s
important for the social side too. We always have a chat amongst ourselves. In my other online exercise
class [I do for another illness] the class just cuts out when the time is up, you might be in the middle of
an activity or people talking and the screen just goes out!” This anecdote highlights that this project is
carefully crafted to support the participants’ and carers’ mental health rather than just their physical
health, something that Parkinson’s disease sufferers, and their carers, frequently need.
Under normal circumstances the coffee break is an important element, giving people time to mingle:
“I like to stay for the coffee break and have a little chat.” Participant
“At least half the group stay for a cuppa afterwards. We laugh a lot, it is always great fun for me
and I think this rubs off onto the group.” Gemma
“On Mondays the unwind time is really important. It’s time to ask each other questions. We have
Christmas dos and stuff, not just dancing.” Participant
“The coffee break is a very good social thing. It’s good it’s that sort of class.” Participant
During lockdown SLiDE have tried their best to maintain the social aspect by adding elements such as a
chat time at the end of the Zoom class, but this side of the project has inevitably suffered:
“With Zoom it’s very difficult to tell [how people are doing] because you’ve got a bigger view on
one person, with lots of little screens. Sometimes you can’t see all the pictures because you’re
concentrating on the teacher. It’s actually quite difficult. I do struggle a bit with Zoom and I am
not sure if I am doing it right but I always feel it’s important to have the [bigger view].” Volunteer
“The social interaction cannot be achieved online; dance is a social medium and I cannot wait for
the restrictions to be eased to allow us to get back together.” Participant
“Zoom doesn’t work nearly as well for person to person – you get one dominant speaker and
don’t get those flows of conversation that you get face to face. […] It’s hard to break into a
conversation which would work if you were sitting down at a table having a coffee.” Carer
One carer also adds, “When you have been stuck indoors all the time you don’t really have much to talk
about, so it all goes a bit quiet.” A volunteer suggests using the ‘breakout room’ function for the coffee
break as this ‘was trialled a couple of times and worked well’. People could be given discussion ideas that
could be related to the dance class, such as talking about music they like or watching a short dance clip
and discussing their reflections in smaller groups. Making this time a bit more facilitated on Zoom may
help people feel more comfortable doing it online.
Despite the challenges of using video chat, the classes being hosted online has led to another
unexpected outcome of the project: many of the participants report becoming more confident using
technology. One participant says, “[I have] learnt new computer skills [and] more patience which stops
me winding myself up.” Confidence using a computer has been an important skill to reduce isolation
during the pandemic, so this benefit can have a much wider effect on social lives than is visible within the
project itself.
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Objective 3: Develop the confidence and skills of dance
assistants, volunteers and carers, so that they are well
equipped to support the project and the participants’
development

The staff and volunteer team has grown throughout the project and the team have developed a
multitude of skills and expertise. As Gemma explains for her own development:
“My practice is ever evolving, and it is great to work with a group like this as some
people can be demanding, in a good way. The health conditions are quite layered and
often people have more than two health conditions and it is a challenge to try to offer
exercises to alleviate certain symptoms or feelings. The One-to-one classes helped me to
spend an intensive time with some people and I would be more confident next time.”
Katie, who previously worked with people living with dementia, describes how Gemma has passed on
her years of experience and skills working in this field:
“Gemma is so open, and she’ll tell you if you need to refresh your ideas a bit, which is
great. She’s been a great teacher. I think that I have gained a lot of understanding
about Parkinson’s in general. […] Gemma is so clued up, she will always explain why we
are doing an exercise, which has made me go away and want to learn more about it.”
However, as both applied dance practise and the research into Parkinson’s disease are ‘ever evolving’,
both dance practitioners are keen for more training. Gemma would like ‘staff regularly participating in
continuing professional development’ and ‘training led by other organisations or practitioners.” She
adds, “There is a huge body of research in the UK on dance for people with Parkinson’s. [It is] many
practitioners’ sole area of work. Currently I feel behind […]. I have taken courses, but the last few years
my focus has been on my MA and running other SLiDE projects. Research and development time […]
needs to be factored in.” Katie is also enthusiastic about more training in this area.
The two volunteers who support the workshops also spoke about how the project had had an impact on
their development, with one saying, “It has improved my social skills, communication skills, listening
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skills… […] I’ve learnt news dance skills. It gets me out and it’s something to put on my CV.” The other
says, “It’s given me confidence to go out and help people.” She went on to add that it has also given her
empathy: “It helps you understand what people with Parkinson’s disease are going through.”
However, both volunteers lacked confidence in working online: “Part of the remit originally was […] you
can assist with things like moving people’s chairs. But it was also social because we made the tea and
coffee. I don’t feel as though I’m as much assistance now.” The other volunteer agrees, “I don’t quite
know what my role is post Covid.” SLiDE could run the risk of losing volunteer support if they don’t feel
useful and valuable. Suggestions for ways volunteers could help more could include managing the
waiting room and chat function, facilitating discussions in the breakout rooms during the coffee break
and monitoring individuals’ energies during the session. It would also be beneficial to make sure all the
participants and carers know who the volunteers are and what their roles currently are.
When back to the ‘in-person’ sessions the volunteers will need extra training and support. Gemma says,
“[With] the size of the Monday group [and] the chairs spaced out there are about 25 of us (including staff
and volunteers) so it can be quite a daunting circle and requires a loud voice. Therefore, confidence in
the staff and volunteers is still being developed. One of the volunteers is a keen dancer and performer
(community ballet class and am dram) but lacks confidence to be in the middle with me to demonstrate
moves […] Staff training is something SLiDE has struggled with but will look to develop some in 2021 to
fully support staff and volunteers.”
All of the feedback about the staff team was incredibly positive. They were described as ‘lovely’,
‘efficient’, ‘encouraging’, ‘enthusiastic’, ‘helpful’, ‘welcoming’, ‘considerate’, ‘inclusive’, friendly’ and
‘good communicators’. They demonstrate a special combination of being good at the technical side of
their roles as well as friendly and encouraging:
“They are very good at reaching out to people.” Participant
“I think the staff are marvellous, the way they manage to run the whole thing and keep it
amusing. Some people come in pretty miserable and they need a bit of a laugh, and they are
really good at that. I really admire that they manage to do that and run the class.” Carer
“They are always smiley and call us all by our name. Always joking and we all have a laugh and it
makes it a good social occasion as well as beneficial from the exercise point of view” Participant
“I think Gemma is exemplary because she knows everybody’s weakness and she doesn’t make you
feel different; she encourages you.” Participant
Several people said Gemma was key, with a few even saying she was the main reason they kept coming
back. However, this puts a capacity strain on Gemma as one individual who is not only leading many of
the workshops across SLiDE but also writing funding bids, managing staff and administrating much of the
organisation. Gemma says that ideally they would have ‘a SLiDE Producer managing this project’ and
then the project could expand to have more delivery strands, including ‘two in-person classes a week
with a live musician, one performance group who meet weekly and perform twice a year and a weekly
online zoom class’. For all of this to work there would also be “a strong team of at least three dance
artists, three assistants and six volunteers running the sessions with regular training and evaluation.”
There could also be an annual development class specifically for carers, to give them more confidence to
support the people they care for to dance and move both during the sessions and in between the weekly
classes. Although some carers felt quite confident getting involved, many said they ‘sit on the side lines’,
helping their participant to get to the class or now to log in while online and then watching them take
part rather than joining in. This project could also strengthen the support networks between carers as
well.
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Objective 4: To strengthen SLiDE’s work by developing and
expanding an existing SLiDE project

SLiDE’s work seeks to increase participation in dance by reaching diverse communities. The dance project for
people with Parkinson’s disease is one of many diverse programmes the company runs. It is helping to expand
their work into new areas of research and to reach a wider range of the community.
The project has also expanded SLiDE’s board, staff and volunteer pool, as Artistic Director and dance
practitioner, Gemma Coldicott explains: “As a result of the project we have met two new volunteers, one of
whom has joined the board of trustees. And we have a new staff member [Dance Artist Katie Wheeler, the
project’s second dance practitioner] who […] has become more skilled in dance for older adults.”
Gemma explains that the project enabled the company to access new funding streams and build new
partnerships. “Our relationship with the Croydon Almshouse Relief in Need charity has strengthened and
they encouraged us to apply for more funding, which we have! We also made a new relationship with
St. Mildred’s as a venue for future use.” During the evaluation process it was also noted that the NHS and
other medical support staff, although not formal partners on the project, support this SLiDE project, as many
participants say they first heard about this through their NHS nurse or consultant.
The project delivery methods have also expanded and developed SLiDE’s work in a number of ways. As well
as the addition of the Thursday Addiscombe class and moving online, SLiDE has also trialled One-to-one
classes in care homes and an individual’s home.
SLiDE witnessed the need for One-to-one classes over a number of years of working with people with
Parkinson’s. Some participants needed more support whether due to worsening symptoms, drug changes or
additional conditions complicating their Parkinson’s. One participant comments, “After my brain operation
[…] I tried to participate as [though] I was one of the usual participants. But I encountered tablets taking
longer to kick in and I couldn’t push myself to make any movements I was previously able to. I noticed that I
couldn’t tolerate sounds and music with too many movements happening around me. […] The One-to-ones
did the magic – talking to Gemma and getting fear zones eliminated.”
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Gemma says the One-to-one classes started “in the Sunrise of Purley care home and with a group member
who was too unwell to attend the hall sessions. It developed my / SLiDE’s confidence […] that our practice
translates from groups to One-to-one.” She explains that "Existing partnerships were key to helping get these
sessions off the ground: “Parkinson’s UK Croydon branch helped in recruiting the One-to-one participants. We
had thought these would be very popular as they were offered for free but alas they were undersubscribed,
hence working with Sunrise of Purley [Care Home]. I think Age UK (who do know our work) might be useful in
developing this work as they have better knowledge of older adults living in the borough.” Gemma also
wonders if people would have preferred these One-to-one classes in a neutral space rather than their home
so it is recommended that additional space hire is included in future funding bids.
Similarly, the additional group class in Addiscombe took a while to build up but soon became popular. The
sessions started fortnightly, but once SLiDE changed them to weekly in January they became more popular.
Gemma explains, “After January the numbers steadily increased from 3 or 4 people a week to 7 or 8 in
February and 9 or 10 in March.” Even before the new funding, the Purley group classes were running at full
capacity, with over 20 participants each week.
Moving online has been a challenging transition for many participants but they are incredibly grateful that
SLiDE have been able to carry on. One carer says, “It’s [given] us something going on in the outside world.”
Although SLiDE didn’t regularly run workshops online before lockdown, they were able to quickly establish
new ways of working at a time when many other support services have simply stopped, or moved to
occasional telephone meetings only, as one carer explains:
“The NHS physiotherapy classes had funding cut. The speech therapy classes were still having
Stay Loud sessions, but only every 2 months and they haven’t been happening at all since
lockdown. [… The] mobility [of the person I care for] has got worse, not helped by the fact we
don’t have a face-to-face meeting with the Parkinson’s nurse. We’ve just had a letter saying
it will be another telephone conversation, so they don’t actually see how her gait is changing,
just rely on me. […] SLiDE were able to continue and overall it has worked really well.”
Online working, although not an originally intended way of delivering project, has had some unexpected
benefits for the participants, such as no longer having to travel, being able to fit the class around other
appointments more easily and even feeling freer to express themselves in the privacy of their own homes:
“I used to have to drive there, park at the supermarket, drag myself to the church hall. It meant I
only ended up going every third or fourth session. […] Now I’ve been doing the classes every
week. It works better for me personally.” Participant
“I find it easier to express myself […]. I don’t know if I’d be quite as enthusiastic if we were
meeting in the main hall and everyone could see me.” Participant
SLiDE recognises that this way of working does also exclude some participants. Katie Wheeler says, “A lot of
people are without access to internet or a big enough screen to see what’s going on.”
The next steps for SLiDE will be working out when and how best to safely transition back into their in-person
work as many participants are really keen to physically meet again as soon as it is safe to do so. SLiDE wants
to keep online working as an additional option alongside their in-person classes, even if Covid-19 is no longer
a concern as it lets them reach more participants and remove barriers to participation. Additional funding
would help make this possible. Katie Wheeler says:
“People have different symptoms each week. […] A lot of the time we’d lose people because they just
couldn’t travel anymore. […] If we had more funding we could do more, a Zoom class and a couple of
real-life classes.”
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Objective 5: To measure and document the project then
share the findings with the wider community.

Moving the project online has made it challenging to fully document it. A photographer captured the group
in 2019, but SLiDE had also hoped to get a film made in 2020, which would have been a great tool for
documenting and easily sharing the project with the wider community. This plan is currently on hold until the
group can meet again in person.
Plans to showcase this project in the future, include having a strong online presence on the SLiDE website
with videos of workshops to try at any time. Having a performance group strand to the project would also
help to platform this work to more audiences as well as being a great next step for some participants. Katie
says, “It would be lovely to do some more creative stuff with them, like make a film. At the moment it’s a lot
more ‘here are some routines’ – its more about exercising the body, its very different from creating
something together.”
SLiDE would also like to re-establish a strong relationship with the UK Dance for Parkinson's Network, to be
more connected this field of work and also share latest findings. Another strengthening partnership would be
with NHS Parkinson’s staff as they are already referring so many people to the project. They may also be able
to expand SLiDE’s work measuring the impact on the participants. The intention was to quantify and
document the members’ physical changes throughout this project but that has not been possible while
working online so it is something SLiDE hope to do more of in the future.
This report will be available for SLiDE to share from October 2019, with the hope that it could help the
organisation gather more funding for this project. As a small charity, regular funding is not only key to
developing this project, but also to it continuing, which is something that participants and carers felt was
vital.
One carer explains: “Funding for this is very important. It provides such a good means of people coping with
the disease […] When you’re stuck indoors, having shaking sessions and taking all those pills it’s so great to
actually get out and join other people and not feel embarrassed about anything. […] It’s beneficial from the
point of view that it’s keeping people cheerful and moving and going out rather than sat at home and not
able to do much… getting worse and miserable and depressed, which is one of the dangers. To some extent
this project will keep them out of doctors’ surgeries.”
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Conclusion

This project has developed and grown since in 2018, both in planned ways such as the introduction of a
new group class, the trialling One-to-one classes and the expansion and development of the staff and
volunteer team, but also with the unexpected element of moving all workshops online and supporting
many members to continue to access the workshop.
For SLiDE to continue to develop these dance projects for people with Parkinson’s it is recommended
that they source more funding, in order to:
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø

Develop and expand the partnerships connected to the project
Improve the presence of the project on the SLiDE website through dedicated webpages
Expand the staff team to ease capacity for Gemma and allow the project to grow even more
Refine roles and responsibilities, particularly for volunteers during the online classes
Expand the training and development opportunities for the staff and volunteer team
Gather and share research on this project and other dance projects for people with Parkinson’s
Measure and quantify participants physical developments throughout the project
Factor in plenty of time for research, development, training, documenting and evaluating
Continue to refine the online classes so that it can be offered as an option in the long term
Transition safely back to in-person sessions when it is safe to do so
Continue to develop the One-to-one work, including trialling neutral spaces for these to take place
Develop a performance strand to the project with public performances
Trial new ways to encourage participants to practise from home, such as prompt cards and videos
Reintroduce a live musician skilled in working with dancers and performers
Introduce new equipment into the in-person classes, such as a ballet bar

This project is extremely beneficial for its participants' physical health and for their, and their carers’,
mental wellbeing. The Covid-19 crisis has demonstrated that flexible and responsive community
organisations like SLiDE are essential for the fabric of our society. In the face of unprecedented
challenges SLiDE have maintained key elements of the project online and filled some gaps where ‘core’
services have failed to continue in a consistent and effective manner. It is therefore more important than
ever that organisations like SLiDE and projects like this one are adequately funded, supported and
valued, for the sake of all of the communities they serve.
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For more information:
07887 781361
gemma@slidedance.org
www.slidedance.com
@DanceSlide

Report created by Jessica Hodge
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